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IN THE HIGH SCHOOL, we are interested in providing and encouraging a strong, wholesome environment

so that students may grow and achieve as much of their potential as ispossible. This month, Dr. Mark Crawford

gives us more words of encouragement to help our fimilies raise strong, healthy young adults. This article, "Calling

All Dads, " is adapted from a plenary session that Dr. Crawford gave at a recent national gathering of the

American Association of Christian Counselors. It follows up and supports comments High School parents may

have heard at one of the evening parent coffeesfor the various High School grades this fill that encouraged fithers
to remain involved, even as students seek more independence in the high school years. we arefortunate to be able

to have Dr. Crawford working in the High School one day each week, and proud that his wisdom reachesfir

beyond westminster. ~

Calling All Dads
Mark E. Crawford, Ph.D.

Dr. Mark Crawford

NOTE (Q Parents: During the

2002-03 school year, this

column will present messages

from the three Westminster

principals: Lee Friedman,

Elementary; Ellen Fleming,

Junior High; and Kevin Reel,

High School.

EVERY JUNE, I see a number

of articles devoted to the subject
of fatherhood. Unfortunately, I

rarely see the topic addressed
other than the few weeks prior to

Father's Day. In the waiting room

of our office, there is a poster of a

boy sitting on a man's shoulders.
The look on their faces suggests

there's no place they'd rather be.

Underneath that picture is the

caption, "Every day is Father's
Day when you're someone's
Dad." I would like to see the

subject of fatherhood discussed
much more frequently.

There is an abundance of

research on the topic of father

hood. The data overwhelmingly

indicate the negative effects of
father absence and lack of father
involvement in the life of a child.

For example, research shows that
children who live absent from

their biological fathers are

approximately 2 - 3 times more

likely to use drugs; to experience
educational, health, emotional,

and behavioral problems; to be

victims of abuse; and to engage
in criminal behavior than those
who live with their married

biological (or adoptive) parents.
Additionally, research clearly

demonstrates the significant

positive effects of a present and

engaged father for childhood

well-being. For example, children
with involved, loving fathers are

significantly more likely to do
well in school, have healthy self

esteem, exhibit empathy and

pro-social behavior, and avoid
high-risk behaviors such as drug

use, truancy, and criminal
activity compared to children
who have uninvolved fathers.

One study involving over 1200
children showed that children

whose fathers share meals, spend
leisure time with them, or help

with homework do significantly

better academically than those
children whose fathers do not 1.

A 26-year longitudinal study

indicated that the single most

important childhood factor in
developing empathy is paternal
involvement 2. One study
showed that children with

"hands-on" fathers (fathers who
are involved, set reasonable
household rules, monitor TV and

Internet use, ete.) are much less

likely to use drugs than children
with "hands-off" or absent

fathers 3.

Obviously, having a father

who is present and engaged in a

child's life is advantageous to the
child. However, I find that many

men don't appreciate the
contribution that they can make.

In fact, I see many dads feeling

like a peripheral figure in their
children's lives and all too often

acting the part. Our popular
culture seems to be in the midst

of a perceptual shift that is

moving dad from a valuable and
influential family member to one

who is superfluous or even
nefarious. As evidence of this

trend, consider a study con

ducted by the National Father

hood Initiative in the spring of
2000 that looked at evety

television program shown during

prime time on the six major

television networks during the
months of March and April
2000 with a father and/or a

mother as a central, recurring
character. The fathers and

mothers were independently

rated by different raters on each

of five dimensions of parenthood

including: involvement,

engagement, guidance, compe
tence, and priority. Results of

that study showed that fathers

were eight times more likely to be

portrayed negatively than
mothers. In fact, 25% of all

fathers portrayed on prime time

television were portrayed

negatively.
My concern is that we fathers

will be lulled into the subtle and

dangerous belief that our primary
role is not as an integral, hands

on parent. I know far too many

men who delegate the majority of

the "day-to-day" management of
the kids to mom, while they

labor hard at supporting the
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My purpose in

writing this article is

to offer a challenge to

all dads (myself
included) to realize

the vital role we play
in our children's lives

and to step up to the

plate starting now.

Calling all Dads
Continued from page 3

family in a very different role. In
my experience, the absence of
dad leaves a void that is too often
filled with deleterious influences.

For example, girls who lack an

intimate relationship with their
dad often develop an inordinate
need for male attention and can

become vulnerable to exploitive
relationships. Boys who don't

have the regular role modeling
and affirmation

from their dad

that they "have
what it takes" (to

quote John

Eldridge) try to
find and prove

their masculinity

by acting out in

risky ways.
A dad who is

"too busy" to be

consistently
available and

involved also

risks missing
those wonderful opportunities to

instill a particular life lesson or

value when the teaching moment

presents itself. It would be great
if we parents could schedule
those moments when we want to

teach a particular lesson or pass

on a particular value. I could, fOt

example, say to my boys, "Keep
next Thursday evening open
because I've scheduled some time

to teach you about courage and
perseverance." However, the
reality is that they probably

wouldn't really hear it until the
moment arrives in their lives

when they desperately need to
find some of both. It is at these
times that I can teach them these

values by walking with them

through the fire as opposed to
shouting advice from the

sidelines. This means being
available when the window of

opportunity opens, and familiar

enough with them to recognize

when it does. This is only

accomplished by spending time

with them. There may be only a
few real "teachable moments"

that allow us to connect with our

kids. I think it's important that
we are ready when the time

arrives, and that we are present so
we don't miss the chance.

One thing I've learned is that
your kids rarely tell you directly

that they want or need you to be

more involved. If they do,
consider yourself fortunate and

listen. More often, they show

you through behaviors that are

negative and potentially

dangerous. My purpose in
writing this article is to offer a

challenge to all
dads (myself
included) to
realize the vital

role we play in
our children's

lives and to step

up to the plate

starting now. In
his book The

Sixty Minute
Father, Rob

Parsons says that

the greatest
illusion to

overcome In

order to be an effective father is

the illusion that "a slower day is
coming." In other words, "I'll

spend more time with the kids
when things aren't so busy at

work." I don't know about you,
but I've been waiting for a slower
day for over a decade now, and

my days aren't getting any slower.
There are so many things we can

srart doing today to be more
effective in our role as father.

One way to start is to get in
touch with the National

Fatherhood Initiative. They are
on the Web at

www.fatherhood.org. They have

many resources to help fathers

become better dads. For example,
they publish a brochure entitled

10 ways to be a Better Dad 4. I
offer my own six T's as reminders

for fathers to get acrively
involved:

1) TELL your children that

you love them and that

they are important to you.

2) TOUCH your children

affectionately. This
communicates love and

affection.

3) Spend TIME with your
children. This is undoubt

edly the most effective way
to show them that you
love them.

4) TEACH your children.

Begin when they're young
and teach them little

things like good manners,
how to read, how to throw

a spiral, ete. As they get

older, keep teaching them
little things. Use everyday

examples to teach life
lessons.

5) TRAIN your children.

This refers to discipline. Be

involved enough to set
limits and enforce

consequences. Don't
delegate this role to others.

6) Stay TOGETHER with
their mother. In addition,

show compassion, respect,
and support to their
mother.

Don't be discouraged if your

efforts to get more involved aren't
immediately heralded by
trumpets. All change takes time,

and remember that you're in it
for the long haul. I promise that

you (and I) won't regret the
effort we make now to be the

best dad we can be. And I'm

convinced our children will

richly benefit. Who knows, they

might even appreciate it later. ~
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History
Department

Hosts
Guest

Speakers
THE HISTORY DEPART

MENT is presenting its Fourth
Annual Guest Speaker Series on
November 11 and 12. Two

outstanding scholars of the
American Civil War will talk to

classes and the faculty. Prof.
William Piston of Southwest

Missouri State University and

Prof. Anne Bailey of the Georgia
College and State University

(Milledgeville) will give audio!

visual presentations to 7th and

12th graders. On Monday, the
professors will lead a panel

discussion for faculty and guests
in the Inman Commons Room,

starting at 3:45 p.m., and on
Tuesday, Prof. Piston will

illuminate a vital aspect of rhe
Civil War at the same location

and time. Faculty are invited to

both sessions. This program has

been organized by History
Department Chair Dr. Jere H.

Link, and graciously funded

through the President's Office by
Dr. William Clarkson. ~

Dr. Jere Link
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Important
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Weather/
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404-609-6444
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